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Create a Rarely-Held EAST Collection
Goals of the Project

 Identify Trinity’s EAST commitments that are rarely held elsewhere in the US.

 Make these books obvious.

 Apply circulation restrictions.

 Digitize where appropriate.
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Trinity College 3



A Few Collection Facts

 $1.5 million budget

 $85,000 for print books

 Alma catalog (CTW)

 Number of items eligible for 
EAST = 444,193

 EAST Retained = 116,909

 Rarely Held EAST = 1357
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Challenges for Print Collections

 Students and faculty do not browse our stacks.

 Ebooks are easier for students to discover and are growing in 
popularity.

 Students are not particularly comfortable or familiar with LC system.

 Print books in LC-arranged stacks are hard to use and are 
decreasing in popularity.
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Opportunities?

 We have a rich legacy print collection.

 Leverage our real estate.

 Link virtual and physical worlds. Browse Call Number N’s in this section  

OR
Find ArtStor images and art e-books from 

JSTOR and Yale with OneSearch
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Interested in Art?
Find More Like These!



How the project started
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Create a Rarely-Held EAST Collection
Goals of the Project

 Identify Trinity’s EAST commitments that are rarely held elsewhere in the US.

 Make these books obvious.

 Apply circulation restrictions.

 Digitize where appropriate.
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Alma Collection

 From Ex Libris: A collection is an entity that aggregates bibliographic records that 
have a relationship of some kind. A collection can be based on topic or subject 
matter.
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Alma Physical Location
From Ex Libris: A physical location (that is, a location, 
shelving location, or holding) is a physical place where 
items are stored.



Process

 Ran reports from Greenglass Analysis tool looking for Trinity retention books, same 
edition, held in 1 to 3 US libraries (including Trinity), pre-1991
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• First pass found 1500 
books

• Exported Excel file
• Revised slightly, made 

some changes in 
consultation with other 
staff



Process

 From saved report file, ran a query matching bibliographic records in Alma
 That created a set which we saved as Alma Collection = EAST Rarely Held Items
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With the collection created, easy 
to view titles, make changes, 
export the list…
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Physical 
Location = 
EAST 
Collection
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Catalog Record 14



EAST Retention Commitments 
(Collection)
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Digitization
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Digitization 17
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Other ways to promote physical / 
digital collections  Connecticut 
Collection
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Create a Physical Rarely-Held EAST 
Collection
Goals of the Project

 Identify Trinity’s EAST commitments that are rarely held elsewhere in the US.

 Make these books obvious.

 Apply circulation restrictions.

 Digitize where appropriate.
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Outcomes

 Identify: Found EAST material held by very few US institutions.

 Separate: The most rare of the commitments are obvious due to 

location, print labels and online in the catalog. 

 Apply Restrictions: Created a set of rules for EAST Rarely-Held.

 Digitize: Started the process and made 90 books/pamphlets 

available.

 Highlight: we have a tangible showcase for EAST.
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Questions?

 Kathleen.bauer@trincoll.edu
 Library.trincoll.edu Onesearch look for EAST under Database facet
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